
Title: Anglo-Saxon England Assessment Revision – What skills to I need to demonstrate 
in the assessment?

Exam Question- Paper 2 How 
many 
marks is it 
worth?

Mark scheme Hints and tips

Question 4a: Describe 
two features…

16 + 4 
SpAG

Mark scheme for this question
1 mark- 1 description not backed up with any detail.
2 marks- 2 descriptions not backed up with any details
3 marks- 2 descriptions, one backed up with details.
4 marks-2 descriptions both backed up with details.

-This is a WHY question, it will ask 
you about WHY something 
changed/developed.
-You will be given 2 ideas to help 
you write your answer.
-You must use the 2 ideas given + 
your own knowledge.

Question 4a: Explain 
why X happened…

12 1-4 marks-simple answer, no real knowledge shown. Lacks development and organisation.
5-8 marks- some explanation given and some knowledge shown. Implicit (not obvious) links to the 
question. Some organisation but not in every paragraph.
MAX 7-if nothing used but 2 bullet points given.
9-12 marks- Judgement made and backed up throughout the answer. Good explanation using some 
good, relevant own knowledge. Mainly linked to the question but not in every paragraph. Not every 
paragraph is organised.
MAX 11-if nothing used but 2 points given.
13-16 marks- Judgement made and backed up throughout the answer. Good explanation, good, 
relevant own knowledge. Keeps focussed on the question in every paragraph. The argument makes 
sense throughout and has a logical structure
NO ACCESS to top marks (13-16) if only 2 bullet points used.

-You will be given a ‘statement’ 
and asked how much you agree.
-The question will always cover at 
least 200 years.
-You will be given 2 ideas to help 
you write your answer.
-You must use the 2 ideas given + 
your own knowledge.

Question 4c: 
“Statement”. How far 
do you agree ? Explain 
your answer.

4 1-3 marks-Simple answer no real knowledge shown, lacks organisation.
4-6 marks- some explanation given, some knowledge shown. Implicit (not obvious) links to the 
question. Some organisation but not in every paragraph.
MAX 5 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas (bullet points) given.
7-9 marks- Good explanation using some good, relevant own knowledge. Mainly linked to the 
question but not in every paragraph. Not every paragraph is organised.
MAX 8 marks if nothing used except 2 (bullet points) ideas given.
10-12 marks- Good explanation, good, relevant own knowledge. Keeps focussed on the question in 
every paragraph. The argument makes sense throughout.

-You will be asked to describe 2 
features of something.
You must give details to support 
each feature.

Here are the questions 
you will face in your 

ASNE exam. Colour code 
each box to match the 

question to it number of 
marks and the mark 

scheme.

Challenge: Can you see 
any similarities in what 

you must include in each 
question? What’s 

different?



Title: Anglo-Saxon England Assessment Revision – What skills to I need to demonstrate 
in the assessment?

Exam Question- Paper 2 How many 
marks is it 
worth?

Mark scheme Hints and tips

Question 4a: Describe two 
features…

16 + 4 SpAG Mark scheme for this question
1 mark- 1 description not backed up with any detail.
2 marks- 2 descriptions not backed up with any details
3 marks- 2 descriptions, one backed up with details.
4 marks-2 descriptions both backed up with details.

-This is a WHY question, it will ask 
you about WHY something 
changed/developed.
-You will be given 2 ideas to help 
you write your answer.
-You must use the 2 ideas given + 
your own knowledge.

Question 4a: Explain why X 
happened…

12 1-4 marks-simple answer, no real knowledge shown. Lacks development and organisation.
5-8 marks- some explanation given and some knowledge shown. Implicit (not obvious) links to the question. Some 
organisation but not in every paragraph.
MAX 7-if nothing used but 2 bullet points given.
9-12 marks- Judgement made and backed up throughout the answer. Good explanation using some good, relevant own 
knowledge. Mainly linked to the question but not in every paragraph. Not every paragraph is organised.
MAX 11-if nothing used but 2 points given.
13-16 marks- Judgement made and backed up throughout the answer. Good explanation, good, relevant own knowledge. 
Keeps focussed on the question in every paragraph. The argument makes sense throughout and has a logical structure
NO ACCESS to top marks (13-16) if only 2 bullet points used.

-You will be given a ‘statement’ and 
asked how much you agree.
-The question will always cover at 
least 200 years.
-You will be given 2 ideas to help 
you write your answer.
-You must use the 2 ideas given + 
your own knowledge.

Question 4c: “Statement”.
How far do you agree ? 
Explain your answer.

4 1-3 marks-Simple answer no real knowledge shown, lacks organisation.
4-6 marks- some explanation given, some knowledge shown. Implicit (not obvious) links to the question. Some organisation 
but not in every paragraph.
MAX 5 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas (bullet points) given.
7-9 marks- Good explanation using some good, relevant own knowledge. Mainly linked to the question but not in every 
paragraph. Not every paragraph is organised.
MAX 8 marks if nothing used except 2 (bullet points) ideas given.
10-12 marks- Good explanation, good, relevant own knowledge. Keeps focussed on the question in every paragraph. The 
argument makes sense throughout.

-You will be asked to describe 2 
features of something.
You must give details to support 
each feature.
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Title: Anglo-Saxon England Assessment Revision – What skills to I need to demonstrate in the assessment?

Learning Objectives
-Apply your knowledge of Anglo-Saxon England to exam questions. 
-Describe two features of Anglo-Saxon towns. 
-Describe two features of the duties of the people in Anglo-Saxon England. 
-Explain why there was a succession crisis in 1066. 



Title: Anglo-Saxon England Assessment Revision – What skills to I need to demonstrate 
in the assessment?

Exam Question- Paper 2 How many 
marks is it 
worth?

Mark scheme Hints and tips

Question 4a: Describe two 
features…

4 Mark scheme for this question
1 mark- 1 description not backed up with any detail.
2 marks- 2 descriptions not backed up with any details
3 marks- 2 descriptions, one backed up with details.
4 marks-2 descriptions both backed up with details.

-You will be asked to describe 2 
features of something.
You must give details to support 
each feature.

Question 4a: Explain why X 
happened…

12 1-3 marks-Simple answer no real knowledge shown, lacks organisation.
4-6 marks- some explanation given, some knowledge shown. Implicit (not obvious) links to the question. Some organisation 
but not in every paragraph.
MAX 5 marks if nothing used except 2 ideas (bullet points) given.
7-9 marks- Good explanation using some good, relevant own knowledge. Mainly linked to the question but not in every 
paragraph. Not every paragraph is organised.
MAX 8 marks if nothing used except 2 (bullet points) ideas given.
10-12 marks- Good explanation, good, relevant own knowledge. Keeps focussed on the question in every paragraph. The 
argument makes sense throughout

-This is a WHY question, it will ask 
you about WHY something 
changed/developed.
-You will be given 2 ideas to help 
you write your answer.
-You must use the 2 ideas given + 
your own knowledge.

For assessment 1 
you will be looking 

at these two 
questions.

Learning Objectives
-Apply your knowledge of Anglo-Saxon England to exam questions. 
-Describe two features of Anglo-Saxon towns. 
-Describe two features of the duties of the people in Anglo-Saxon England. 
-Explain why there was a succession crisis in 1066. 



Question 4a. Describe two features x2 practice. 

You have been given two describe 
two features example questions. 
Use the images and the example 
answer to help you create your 
own answers. 

• Describe two features of Anglo-
Saxon towns. 

• Describe two features of the 
duties of the people in Anglo-
Saxon England. 



This question is worth 4 marks.
You get 2 marks per feature.

A feature is something distinctive or characteristic e.g. one 
feature here might be the system of earldoms.

Each feature needs a supporting detail. This is some specific 
information that shows you understand the feature.

Describe two features of Anglo-Saxon towns.(4). 

One feature of Anglo-Saxon society was…

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
For example,

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Another feature of Anglo-Saxon society was…

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

For example,

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Example 
Below is an example of a full mark answer. Use this to help you 
write your own answer.

Describe two features of earldoms in Anglo-Saxon England.

One feature of Anglo-Saxon earldoms was their role in the helping 
the king maintain economic power in England through taxes. For 
example, earls collected taxes on behalf of the king, and in return 
they received a share of the revenue- a third- to ensure that the 
earldoms were well defended and run.

Another feature of Anglo-Saxon earldoms their military power. For 
example, earls had a role as lord to hundred of thegns, and they 
maintained the housecarls, who were highly trained troops who 
acted as bodyguards for the earls. The king could then use the 
earls like generals against his enemies.

Describe two features

Self-assess

Have you included:
 One clear feature of Anglo-Saxon towns
 A supporting detail for the feature
 Another clear feature of Anglo-Saxon towns
 Another supporting detail



This question is worth 4 marks.
You get 2 marks per feature.

A feature is something distinctive or characteristic e.g. one 
feature here might be the system of earldoms.

Each feature needs a supporting detail. This is some specific 
information that shows you understand the feature.

Describe two features of the duties of the people in Anglo-
Saxon England.(4) 
One feature of Anglo-Saxon society was…

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
For example,

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Another feature of Anglo-Saxon society was…

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

For example,

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Example 
Below is an example of a full mark answer. Use this to help you 
write your own answer.

Describe two features of earldoms in Anglo-Saxon England.

One feature of Anglo-Saxon earldoms was their role in the helping 
the king maintain economic power in England through taxes. For 
example, earls collected taxes on behalf of the king, and in return 
they received a share of the revenue- a third- to ensure that the 
earldoms were well defended and run.

Another feature of Anglo-Saxon earldoms their military power. For 
example, earls had a role as lord to hundred of thegns, and they 
maintained the housecarls, who were highly trained troops who 
acted as bodyguards for the earls. The king could then use the 
earls like generals against his enemies.

Describe two features

Self-assess

Have you included:
 One clear feature of the duties of the people in Anglo-Saxon England 
 A supporting detail for the feature
 Another clear feature of the duties of the people in Anglo-Saxon England 
 Another supporting detail



Question 4b. Explain why paragraph. 

Explain why there was a succession crisis in 1066.

You may use the following in your answer:
- The death of Edward the Confessor
- Contenders to the throne 
You must also use information of you own.

Structure:

Point – give a clear reason WHY there was a 
succession crisis.

Evidence- support your point with SPECIFIC 
evidence.

Explain- say WHY this resulted in/led to a 
succession crisis.

Link- link back to the working of the question

One reason why there was a succession 
crisis was the death of Edward the 

Confessor. I know that when Edward died 
he left no clear heir for the Witan to 

select as the next king. This led to a crisis 
of who should become king, because 
there was a lot of decisions still to be 

made as to who was to be the next king.

Discuss with your partner: Is this a good 
answer or not? 

Give this answer some feedback. 
Is the evidence good?

Is the explanation clear?
Does the answer make sense?



Question 4b. Explain why paragraph. 

Explain why there was a succession crisis in 1066.

You may use the following in your answer:
- The death of Edward the Confessor
- Contenders to the throne 
You must also use information of you own.

Structure:

Point – give a clear reason WHY there was a 
succession crisis.

Evidence- support your point with SPECIFIC 
evidence.

Explain- say WHY this resulted in/led to a 
succession crisis.

Link- link back to the working of the question

One reason why there was a succession 
crisis was the death of Edward the 

Confessor. I know that when Edward died 
he left no clear heir for the Witan to 

select as the next king. This led to a crisis 
of who should become king, because 
there was a lot of decisions still to be 

made as to who was to be the next king.

Discuss with your partner: Is this a good 
answer or not? 

Not the best answer. Tips to improve:
• Add more detail to the evidence e.g. when 

did he die, what was the role of the Witan, 
why was a clear king needed?

• Explain why a legitimate king was 
important and why the death of Edward 

left this to be desired.



Question 4b. Explain why paragraph. 

Explain why there was a succession crisis in 1066.

You may use the following in your answer:
- The death of Edward the Confessor
- Contenders to the throne 
You must also use information of you own.

Structure:

Point – give a clear reason WHY there was a 
succession crisis.

Evidence- support your point with SPECIFIC 
evidence.

Explain- say WHY this resulted in/led to a 
succession crisis.

Link- link back to the working of the question

One reason why there was a succession crisis 
in 1066 was…

I know that…

This resulted in/this led to…

Therefore, there was a succession crisis in 
1066 because…

BETTER EXAMPLE
One reason why there was a succession crisis was 

the death of Edward the Confessor. Edward the 
Confessor died on 5th January leaving no clear heir to 

succeed him to the throne. The Witan therefore 
faced a difficult decision of who to select as the next 

king, someone who could meet all of the needs of 
the kingdom. This death led to a succession crisis, 

which, added to the fact that there were four 
potential contenders, made for a complex succession 

crisis in January 1066. Therefore, there was a 
succession crisis in 1066 because of the 

complications caused by the death of Edward the 
Confessor.



Now we’ve completed this topic, 
check your knowledge of key 
vocabulary. 

Show your understanding: Use at 
least 3 of these terms in your 
paragraph answer. Highlight each 
one when you’ve used it.

Challenge: Can you use three of 
these in a sentence?
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